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 Oil consumption is continuously increasing which motivated oil producing 
countries to optimize their production. 

 Most of easy oil has been already extracted, leaving a non-negligible 
quantity of highly viscous trapped oil in the reservoirs. 

 This requires the usage of what is commonly known by conventional and 
non-conventional enhanced oil recovery techniques. 
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Development of a Recovery Method

. Laboratory research and Field screening (1-2 years)

. Field pilot and Field results analysis (2-3 years)

. Semi-commercial project and Commercial development (3-5 
years)
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Status of the EOR projects in 2014



 A number of oil fields in Egypt are expected to undergo one or more of the 
EOR methods in the near future. 

 However, the implementation of any of the EOR methods involves high 
capital expenditure. These processes are a rather difficult and high risk 
operation. 

 Proper selection of the EOR method for any particular reservoir is necessary 
to achieve a successful and profitable project.

 This needs research!!
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 In spite of the active research work in Egypt during the past decade, the 
petroleum industry has limited experience in actual field applications of 
EOR.

 Scarcity of previous field experience, coupled with the fact that only  few 
experts know about all available EOR processes have prompted the current 
development, of a knowledge-based expert system that can facilitate the 
reservoir engineers task of selecting the most appropriate EOR method. 
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 API gravity:  16 - 22 Degree                                              
Oil viscosity:  13 – 30 cp

 Reservoir depth:  2100-11250 ft                                     
Rock permeability:  27 – 5000 mD

 Oil saturation:  61 – 69 %                                                 
Reservoir temperature: 124- 164°F 

Formation water salinity: 100 – 220  MPPM                 
Net pay thickness: 46-151 ft

Permeability variation coefficient:  0.5 – 0.85              
Formation type: SS - LS

Minimum miscibility pressure: 1548-2053 psi              
Initial pressure:  1220-1849 psi
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Available Data Ranges for Egyptian Reservoirs  in Western Desert

API gravity:  36 - 43 Degree                                             
Oil viscosity:  0.43 – 3.7 Cp

Reservoir depth:  1200- 4220 m                                 
Rock permeability:  5 – 307 mD

Oil saturation:  48 – 74 %                                            
Reservoir temperature: 163- 223°F 

Formation water salinity: 80 – 98  MPPM                
Net pay thickness: 11-26 ft

Permeability variation coefficient:  0.5 – 0.8            
Formation type: SS - LS

Minimum miscibility pressure: 2042-3770 psi        
Initial pressure:  2325-2800 psi

Available Data Ranges for Egyptian Reservoirs in Gulf of Suez



EOR method is specific for a specific reservoir !!

However, Egyptian oil reservoirs, technically, are good candidate for immiscible

gas injection. Steam injection is feasible in some of the Gulf of Suez reservoirs.

The chemical methods are feasible in most of the Western Desert reservoirs.
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 The possibility of applying one of the unconventional EOR methods; 
namely, wave stimulation and MEOR, to the depleted Egyptian oil fields is 
to be investigated. 

 Wave stimulation and MEOR technology has the potential for being a 
relatively low-cost procedure for enhancing oil recovery in depleted fields, 
or returning some shut-in wells to production. 
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 The problem faced by the reservoir engineer in our area is to identify all the 
EOR methods applicable to the candidate oil field and select the most 
appropriate method based on technical and economic criteria!!. 

 This problem of selecting the most suitable EOR process created a crucial 
need for experts to help, sort, process, analyze and cross-refer the acquired 
reservoir data coupled with other sources of information to achieve the 
most feasible selection of EOR technique to be applied to the candidate 
fields in an efficient and profitable way.
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